Ultimately in any natural language production system the largest amount of human effort will go into the construction of the dictionary: the data base that associates objects and relations in the program's domain with the words and phrases that could be used to describe them. This paper describes a technique for basing the dictionary directly on the semantic abstraction network used for the domain knowledge itself, taking advantage of the inheritance and specialization machanisms of a network formalism such as r,L-ON~ The technique creates eonsidcrable economies of scale, and makes possible the automatic description of individual objects according to their position in the semantic net. Furthermore, because the process of deciding what properties to use in an object's description is now given over to a common procedure, we can write general-purpose rules to, for example, avoid redundancy or grammatically awkward constructionS.
Evcry production system has a dictionary in one form or another, and its compilation is probably the single most tedious job that the human designer must perform. In the past. typically every object and relation has been given its own individual "lex" property with the literal phrase to be used; no attempt was made to share criteria or sub-phrases between properties; and there was a tacit a~umtion that the phrase would have the right form and content in any of the contexts that the object will be mentioned. (For a review of this literature, see r~a .) However, dictionaries built in this way become increasingly harder to maintain as programs become larger and their discourse more sophisticated. We would like instead some way to de the extention of the dictionary direcdy to the extention of the program's knowledge base; then, as the knowledge base expands the dictionary will expand with it with only a minimum of additional cffort. This paper describes a technique for adapting a semantic abstraction hierarchy of thc sort providcd by ~d~-ONE ~:1.] to function directly as a dictionary for my production system MUMIII.I~ [,q'~.
. Its goal is largely expositional in the sense that while the technique is fully spocificd and proto-types have been run, many implementation questions remain to be explored and it is thus premature to prescnt it as a polished system for others to use; instead, this paper is intended as a presentation of the issues--potcntial economicw---that the technique is addressing. In particular, given the intimate relationship between the choice of architecture in the network formalism used and the ability uf the dictionary to incorporate linguistically useful generalizations and utilities, this presentation may suggest additional criteria for networ k design, namely to make it easier to talk about the objects the network
The basic idea of "piggybacking" the dictionary onto the speaker's regular semantic net can be illustrated very simply: Consider the KL.ONE network in figure one, a fragment taken from a conceptual taxonomy for augmented transition nets (given in [klune] ). The dictionary will provide the means to describe individual concepts (filled ellipses) on the basis of their links to generic concepts lempty ellipses) and their functional roles (squar~s), as shown there for the individual concept "C205". The default English description of C205 (i.e. "the jump arc fi'om S/NP to S/DCL") is created recursiveiy from dL.~riptions of the three network relations that C205 participates in: its "supercuneept" link to the concept "jump-are". and its two role-value relations: "source-stateIC205)=S/NP" and "nextstate(C205)=S/t:~Ct.". Intuitively. we want to associate each of the network objects with an English phrase: the concept "art'" with the word "art"', the "source-state" role relation with the phrase "C205 comes from S/NF" (note the embedded references), and so on. The machinery that actually brings about this ~sociation is, of course, much more elaborate, involving three different recta-level networks describing the whole of the original, "domain" network, as well as an explicit representation of the English grammar (i.e. it Ls itsclf expressed in rd,-oN~). There are numrous benefits: The most obvious is the economy of scale within the dictionary that is gained by drawing directly on the economies [. What is cxpensive to represcnt in an explicit, declarative structure need not be expensive wllen translated into pn~ccdurai forth. ] do not seriously expect anyone to implement suctl a dicti()nary by interpreting the Y-.I.-ON,~, structures themselves; given tmr present hardware such a tact would be hopelessly inel]icient. Instead, a compilation pnx:css will in effective "compact" the explicit version of thc dictionary in~t~ an expeditious,, space.-expensive (i.e. heavily redundant} version that pc:rfbrms each inheritance only once and fl~eu runs as an efficient, self-contained procedure. what to say) will specify that network objects be described either as a composition era set of other network relations that it has explicitly selected, or else will leave the de~:riptiun to a default given in the dictionary.
Meta-level annotation
"]'he basis of the dictionary is a meta-/evel network constructed so as to shadow the domain network used by the rest of the speaker's cognitive processes. "['his "dictionary network" describes the domain network from the point of view of d1¢ accumulation procedure and the linguistic annotation. [t is itself an abstraction hierarchy, and is also expressed in xL.
ON"~ (though see the earlier ['ootuot¢). Objects in the regular network are connected hy recta-links to their corresponding dictionary "entries". These entries are represcntaUons of English phra.¢x.~ (either a single phrase or word or a cluster of alternative phrases with some decision-criteria to s¢lcet among them at run dine). When we want to describe an object, we follow out its recta-link inzo the dictionary network and then realize the word or phrase that we find. 
Rgure Two: the recta-level dictionary network
After all the inhent*n~c is factored in. dt¢ entry for. e.g., the generic concept "lump-ate" will de~:.ribe a noun phrase (represented by an thdiviual ¢oilcept in K.i..O~t;) ~,,hose head position, is filled lly the word "arc', classifier position by "jump", and whose determiner will be calculated (at run time) by die same roudne that calculated detemlinen ['or objects in general (e.g. it will react Io whedlcr 'Jt¢ reference is to a generic or an individual to how. many other objects have the same dcseription, to whether any spec~ contrustive effects are intended, etc. see [q'~ !).
Should the planner d,'x:ide to use this entry by itself, say to produce "C205 is[ajump arc]", this dccripdon from the dictionary nctwork would be eonvercd to a proper constituent structure and integrated with the rest of the utterance under production. However. the entry will often be used in conjunction with the entries for several other domain objects, in which it is first manipulated as a deseription--constraint statement--in order to determine what 8ramroadcal consuuction(s) would realize the objects as a group.
The notion of crea~ng a consolidated English phrase out of the phr~ t'or several different objects is central to the power of this dictionary. '['he designer is only expected to explicitly designate words for the generic objects in the domain network; the entries for the individual objects that the geueric objecLs de,scribe :rod cvcn the entries for a hicntrehical chain such as in figure two should typically be constructablo by default by fullowing general-purpo,Je linguistic rules and combination heud=ies.
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Large entries out of small ones There is much more to be said about how the "embedded entries"
can be controlled, how, for example, the planner can arrange to say either "C205 goes to S/DCL" or "There is a jump arc going to S/DCL" by dynamically specializing the description of the clause, however it would be taking us too far afield: the interested reader is referred to [thesisl. The point to be made here is just that the writer of the dictionary has an option either to write specific dictionary entries for domain relations, or to leave them to general "macro entries" that will build them out of the entries for the objects involved as just sketched. Using the macro entries of course meau that less effort v, ill be needed over all, but using specific entries permits one to rake advantage of special idioms or variable phrases that are either not productive enough or not easy enough to pick out in a standard recta-level description of the domain network to be worth writing macro entries for. A simple example would be a special entry for when one plans to describe an arc in terms of both its source and its nexi states: in this case there is a nice compaction available by using die verb "connect" in a single clause (instead of one clause for each role). Since the ~I,-O~F. formalism has no transparent means of optionally bundling two roles into one, this compound rcladon has to be given its own dictionary entry by hand.
Making colnbinations linguistically
Up to this point, we have been looking at associations between "organic" objects or relations in the domain network and their dictionary entries for production. It is often the case however, that the speech planner will want to talk about combinations of objects or complex relations that have been assembled just for the occasion of one conversation and have no natural counterpart within the regular domain network. In a case like this there wuuld not already be an entry in the dictionary for the new relation;
however, in most eases we can still produce an integrated phrase by looking at how the components of the new relation can combine linguistically. MUMBLE's task is the production of an object description front the raw material of a noun phrase and two clauses. To do this, it will have to match die three phrases against one of its known linguistic combination patterns, just as the individual concept, role, and value were matched by a pattern from the Itt,.ONl.: representation formalism. In this case, it characterizes the trio as combinable through the adjunction of. the two clauses to the noun phrase as qualifiers. Additionally. the rhetorical label "rcdueable-vp" in the clauses indicates that their verbs can be omitted without losing significant 1. A "phrase" in a dictionary entry does not cnnsist simply of a string of words, They are actually schemata specifying the grammatical and rl~etorical relationships that the words and argument d(unain objects participate in according to their functional n~/cs. The bracketed CXl)rcssious shown in the cxprc.~ion are fur expository purposes only and are modeled on the usual representation ft~r iJhraso structure. I-mbedded objects such as "C205" or "S/NP" will be replaced by their own English phrases incrementally as the containing phrases is realized, intbrmation, triggering a stylistic transformation co shorten and simplify the phrase. At this point MUMIIU': h;LS a linguistic reprcsenmtion of its decision which is turned ovcr to the normal realization pruccss For completion.
Exauszivc details of these operations may be found in ["1~ .
Contextual Effects
The mechanisms of the dictionary per se perform two ~ncdons: (l) the association of the "ground level" linguistic phrases with the objeets of the domain network, and (2) the proper paczeros for accumulating the linguistic dcscriptions of other parts of the domain network so as to describe complex generic relatioos or to describe individual concepts in terms of their specific rela0ons and thcir generic description (as widt C205). On top of these two levels is graRcd a third lcvcl of contextually-triggered effects;
these effects are carried out by MUMI|IJ." {the component that is maintaining the linguistic context that is the source of the uiggcrs). ~ting at the point where combinations are submitted to it as just described.
Tu best illustrate the contextual cffec~ wc should mm, e to a slightly more complex example, o,c that is initiated by the speaker's planning process rathcr by than a defnuiL Suppose that the speaker is talking about. Now. "say-about"s goal is a sentence that has S/DCL as its subje=.
It can tell from the dictionary's annotauon and its English grammar that the phrase as it stands will not permit this since the verb "go to" does not passiviz¢; however, the phrase is amenable to a kind of deffiog transformation that would yield the text: "S/DCL L~ where C205 goe~ to'.
"Say-about" arraogcs for this consu'uccion by building the structure below as its representation ofi~ decision, passing it on to .~R:),mu.: for realizatiou.
Note ~at this structure :'-.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,~sentially a linguistic constituent structure of the .sual sort, describing the (annotated) surtace sU-ucture of dze intended text co the depth that "say-abouC' has planned it, Realizing this question will mean coming up with a description of C205. that name being one made up by the planner rather than the user. It can of course be described in terms of its properties as already shown; however, if dais description were done without appreciating that it oecured in the middle of a question, it would be possible to produce the nonsense sentence:
" where does the jump arc from lead to S/DCL?'
Here the embedded reference to the "unknown-state" (part of the relation, "source-state(C205)=unknown-state") appearcd in the text as a rclative clause qualiF/ing the reference to "the jump arc". Buc because "unknown- A grammatical dictionary filter like this one for island-constraintS could also be use for the maintaince of discourse focus or for stylistic heuristics such as wheth(:r to omit a reducable verb. In general, any decision criteria that is common to all of the dictionary entries should be amenable to being abstracted out into a mechanism such as this at which of' the present technique over decision trees (which it otherwise resembles) can be found (1) in the sophistication of its representation or" the target English phrases, whereby abstract descriptions of tile rhetorical and syntactic structure of the phrases may be manipulated by general rules that need not know anything about their pragmatic content: and (2) in its ability to compile decision criteria and candidate phrases dynamically for new objects or relations in terms of r.hc criteria and phrases from their generic descriptions.
l'hc dictionary described in this paper is not critically dependent on the details of" the [ingui'~tic reali~,.ation component or planning component it is used in conjunction with. It is designed, however, to make maximum use or" whatever constraints ,nay be available f'n)m the linguistic context (broadly construed) or from parallel intentional goals. Consequcndy. componcnts that do not cmploy MI.'3,IBI.E'$ tc~hniquc of represcnting the planned and already spoken parts of. thc utterance explicitly along with its linguistic structure ,nay bc unable to use it optimally.
